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Accounting Top 100 Social Media
Leaderboard – Jan. 6, 2023
The Accounting Top 100 social media leaderboard scores and ranks users based on
�ve separate metrics, each of which is weighted according to its perceived value.
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The �rst Accounting Top 100 Leaderboard of 2023 is out, and we decided to have
some fun. Since it was also National Trivia Day, we asked participants to share some
obscure accounting facts. They didn’t disappoint! Scroll down to read their
contributions. 
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You won’t want to miss the highlights from the latest Top 100… 
 
Joshua Jenson CPA, ( JJ the CPA @jjthecpaok on Twitter) impressed us with his vast
following across numerous social media channels, notably 85.4K on YouTube via his
“Tax Season Talk Show” which tackles relevant matters for small business owners.

With over 30 years of experience, JJ’s accomplishments are many. He has authored 2
books and traveled to over 50 cities presenting tax courses to thousands of fellow
CPAs, covering the latest tax laws and strategies.  He founded his own CPA �rm at age
25, and still serves and advises his private clients daily out of his �rm based in
Edmond, Oklahoma.

JJ also made an impressive leap this leaderboard release advancing 209 spots from
#250 to land at #41!

Congratulations on making the Accounting Top 100 Leaderboard today, JJ. We’re
happy to have you with us!

Moving on up: Jeffrey A Porter,CPA (@jportercpa on Twitter) founder of Porter &
Associates CPAs out of Huntington, West Virginia. This week, Jeffrey advanced 165
spots from #257 to land in the Top 100 at #92.

Check out this week’s Leaderboard here: https://www.rise.global/accounting-top-
100/r/2700026.

Social Reactions

That's de�nitely something to chew on

— Brad Garland, ᴄᴘᴀ  (@TaxPoetic) January 4, 2023

#AccountingTop100 #NationalTriviaDay #Accounting
pic.twitter.com/nwB08IwMAy

— Deborah Fox, CPA (@DebFoxFinancial) January 4, 2023

Live shot at the staff rolling our the inventor after the formula goes bad!
#TaxTwitter pic.twitter.com/9bv4aPdhXw

— Craig Hausz, CPA CFP (@CPATaxTeam) January 4, 2023
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How the leaderboard works: The Accounting Top 100 social media leaderboard uses
an algorithm that scores and ranks users based on �ve separate metrics, each of
which is weighted according to its perceived value. These �ve metrics are calculated
every two weeks and combined to form a Power Score: a 1-100 value based on
Rise.Global’s Relative Scoring Method. This Power Score determines a user’s rank on
each new leaderboard release.

Want to see yourself rank even higher?

Remember, a new leaderboard with updated rankings is generated every two weeks,
so keep up the great work on social media and watch your ranking climb.

Think you have what it takes to make the Top 100? Join for free today!
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Did you know Bob Newhart was an accountant?

— TaxMama® (@TaxMama) January 5, 2023

When it comes to #WackyTax facts, @avalara’s Gail Cole has shared lots of
great ones  
 
Most know that Mick Jagger couldn’t get no Satisfaction as an accountant,
but did you know Bob Newhart was an accountant before becoming a
comedian?#NationalTriviaDay #Accounting pic.twitter.com/nFdY2xB4WB

— Jeremy Stephens (@J_Stephens_CPA) January 4, 2023
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